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Initial appraisal of a European Commission Impact Assessment

European Long-term Investment Funds

Impact Assessment (SWD (2013) 230, SWD (2013) 231 (summary)) for a Commission
proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on European

Long-term Investment Funds (COM (2013) 462)

 Background

This note seeks to provide an initial analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the European
Commission's Impact Assessment accompanying the above proposal, which was submitted on
26 June 2013.

 Identification of the issue at stake

The IA clearly identifies some problems, a general one being a tendency toward short-term
behaviour in investment, to the detriment of the broader economy. The analysis focuses
specifically on asset management, while the parallel Commission Green Paper on long-term
financing of the European economy examined other areas. However, the IA fails to provide a
balanced definition of the problem, in that it focuses mainly on the demand side, i.e. the short-
term behaviour of investors, whereas it does not seem to analyse to a sufficient extent other
aspects, notably the supply side, i.e. the short-term behaviour of fund manufacturers and
distributors, and their incentives (IA, p. 7 and section 3).

The IA explains why there is a problem. For example, it quotes the funding gap in the European
economy for companies and SMEs. It describes the weaknesses of national long-term
investment funds in some Member States. For instance: 'Situations have arisen where retail
investors had invested a substantial proportion of their savings in only one fund that suffered
heavy losses during the last financial crisis, indicating amongst other issues possible problems
with the distribution of such funds.' (IA, p. 66). Cases of national long-term funds mis-sold to
retail investors in Germany and the UK are quoted, along with costs reaching abnormal levels
(IA, pp. 66-69).

However, a second weakness arises when analysing the causes of the problems, which are
restricted to two:

- 'Regulatory fragmentation makes it difficult for investors to gain exposure to long-term
assets'. This relates mainly to the existence of frameworks for long-term investment
funds only in some Member States.

- 'The diversity of long-term assets creates a potential for misplaced expectations from
investors'. (IA, p. 12). In defining this second cause, however, the analysis focuses the
attention only on the diversity of long-term assets, and overlooks other possible causes
of the misplaced expectations from investors, such as the problems with the
distribution of funds mentioned above, or potential conflicts of interest.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=SWD:2013:0230:FIN:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=SWD:2013:0231:FIN:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2013:0462:FIN:EN:PDF
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These two weaknesses related to the definition of the issue limit the breadth and depth of the
analysis.

 Objectives of the legislative proposal

The IA presents a broadly coherent hierarchy of objectives, ranging from general, to specific, to
operational objectives. One of the operational objectives, which will be expanded upon below, is
to 'Reduce the number of mis-selling cases' (IA, p. 25).

 Range of the options considered

The IA identifies some reasonable options for addressing the problem, which - as mentioned
above - is fairly restrictive. For example, the IA does not seem to consider solutions expressly
aimed at targeting a possible short-term bias of funds manufacturers and distributors, such as
long-term performance payments.

Besides the 'no action' option (1), the IA considers the possibility of encouraging self-regulation
in this field (option 2), of allowing UCITS [Undertakings for Collective Investment in
Transferable Securities] funds to invest in different assets (option 3), as well as four new
investment frameworks. The latter options are constructed as concentric circles, progressively
increasing the investor base.
- Option 4 targets institutional investors. These include pension funds and insurance

companies, but also foundations and municipalities. They are the target of the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive.

- Option 5 widens the investor base to include High Net Worth Individuals: these are
approximately 12 million individuals worldwide with investable asset - excluding
personal assets and property such as primary residences - worth more than US$1
million each1. They are the target of two recent fund frameworks: European Social
Entrepreneurship Funds (EuSEF) and European Venture Capital Funds (EuVECA). In
line with these two pieces of legislation, there would be an entry ticket of 100,000 euros.
In addition, there would not be any redemption rights, i.e. the investor would not be
able to redeem the investment before its term. The Commission states that the time
horizon for long-term investments is often around 10 years (IA, p. 14). Based on the
evidence provided, one can therefore wonder to what extent this is a realistic option.

- Options 6 and 7 further widen the investor base to include retail investors. The Commission
states that some safeguards are introduced in these options to take account of their
retail nature. Option 6 excludes the possibility of redeeming the investment before its
maturity, whereas in option 7 there would be redemptions rights.

 Scope of the Impact Assessment

The IA analyses the impacts of these options mainly in economic terms. It concludes that the
Commission's preferred solution is a new fund framework open to retail investors, also cross-
border, without the possibility of redeeming the investment before its maturity, in line with the
illiquid nature of the assets (option 6 above).
The proposed European long-term investment funds would be able to invest in SMEs. The
Commission states that eligible assets would include unlisted companies and SMEs only - as

1 http://www.capgemini.com/resource-file-access/resource/pdf/wwr_2013_1.pdf , p. 4.
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opposed to all SMEs or companies - as they 'do not always have the size or structure needed to
gain access to public financing, such as issuing shares on a listed market or issuing bonds' (IA,
p. 14). However, some stakeholders argued in favour of giving the possibility to invest in listed
shares and bonds as well. Generally speaking, different opinions existed with regard to the
definition of eligible assets (IA, p. 94). The proposed fund framework widens the range of
alternative sources of finance for SMEs. However, the conclusions of this analysis are cautious
and conditional: 'Should the money invested in LTI funds increase, it is likely that SMEs would
benefit from cheaper financing possibilities.' (IA, p. 51).

The IA briefly mentions social impacts and environmental impacts. For instance, social housing
projects and 'environmental projects where the issuance of bonds is too costly' may be eligible
assets (IA, pp. 51-52).

Expected costs for Member States relate to authorisation procedures and monitoring carried out
by competent authorities. The IA expects the European Securities and Markets Authority
(ESMA) to bear some costs, for instance to keep a central register of authorised funds (IA, p. 52).
The proposal foresees the hiring of two additional temporary agents at ESMA (Proposal, p. 42).
It is unclear whether such costs would be incurred also in case of limited take-up of the new
fund framework.

As mentioned above, the proposed legislation complements recent EU fund frameworks.
Unlike EuSEF and EuVECA, which are to some extent niche markets, this piece of legislation
has a wider potential investor base and aims to fill wider funding gaps. The Commission states
that currently 'under AIFMD [Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive] there are no
hard barriers for institutional investors accessing LTI funds (barriers are rather soft, related to
lack of a clear common definition or labelling of such funds)' (IA, p. 35). Therefore, in principle,
institutional investors can already invest in long-term funds under AIFMD. This proposed
regulation broadens the scope of the AIFMD by providing Alternative Investment Fund
Managers with a second 'EU passport' to market funds to retail investors.

 Subsidiarity / proportionality

The IA argues that EU action in this field is necessary and adds value, among other reasons
because 'Member States have already taken divergent and uncoordinated action to develop
national fund regulation related to long-term investment funds' (IA, p. 24). No national
Parliament issued a reasoned opinion by the time limit foreseen (26 September 2013) indicating
non-compliance of this draft legislative proposal with the principle of subsidiarity.

Proportionality is briefly mentioned and defined, but it is does not seem to be extensively
expanded upon in the IA (IA, p. 25, 58). The Explanatory Memorandum adds some details on
this topic (Proposal, p. 9).
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 Quality of data, research and analysis

The IA provides a narrative to the analysis, in some cases quoting relevant data, press articles
and industry publications. However, a number of statements are not explicitly backed up by
sources or evidence. For instance, the source of the following statement is unclear:
'Open-ended funds, which offer regular redemption options and which normally do not have a
finite life, have sometimes been used in some cases for investing into long-term assets. These
funds tend to be popular in the property market.' (IA, p. 17). It would have been useful to
explore this area further, particularly because the Commission concludes its analysis by
suggesting a closed-ended fund framework, without redemption options.

 Stakeholder consultation

Consultation used in the IA suffered from two main weaknesses. First, investors and their
representatives were under-represented. A first consultation drew 65 responses, only four of
which came from investors. The majority of replies were provided by the financial industry (65
per cent), particularly by asset managers (IA, p. 89). A second informal questionnaire drew 55
responses, only two of which represented retail investors. Asset managers provided in this case
an even higher share of responses, reaching an absolute majority (53 per cent) (IA, p. 106).
While this level of involvement of the financial industry is not unusual for Commission
consultations in financial services, a proactive approach aimed at redressing this imbalance
would seem logical for a proposal which creates an investment framework open to retail
investors. The Explanatory Memorandum does mention further bilateral discussions with retail
investors' representatives (Proposal, p. 7). However, there does not seem to be much trace of
these in the IA.

Second, there were some timing issues. The IA and the legislative proposal were drafted while
the relevant consultation for the Commission Green Paper on long-term financing was still on-
going. Therefore, the Impact Assessment Board asked DG MARKT to clarify the reasons
justifying the timing of the initiative (IAB opinion, link below). The IA stated that 'the evidence
gathered is of such substance that the results of a much more conceptual consultation on long-
term behaviour, as launched by the Green Paper, would not add any knowledge in the very
specific area of asset management.' (IA, p. 10). This appears debatable ex-ante, as the Green
Paper envisaged taking additional steps 'including further assessing the way asset managers'
incentives are structured to take better account of long-term considerations'. It also asked
relevant questions, such as: 'How can the mandates and incentives given to asset managers be
developed to support long-term investment strategies and relationships?'2. It appears even
more debatable ex-post, as this consultation received 292 contributions, more than twice as many
as the two previous consultations put together. The summary of responses to the Green Paper,
published after the proposal under examination was adopted, provides some useful ideas for
changing the incentives given to fund managers, such as 'putting in place EU rules to require
long-term performance payments for asset managers'3. However, it also raises some further
questions. It states for example: 'Many respondents also welcomed the Commission proposal on
European long-term investment funds (ELTIF)'4, even though the proposal was adopted the day

2 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2013:0150:FIN:EN:PDF, p. 15.
3 http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/2013/long-term-financing/docs/summary-of-
responses_en.pdf, p. 18.
4 Summary of responses, pp. 8 and 9.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2013:0150:FIN:EN:PDF
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/2013/long-term-financing/docs/summary-of-responses_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/2013/long-term-financing/docs/summary-of-responses_en.pdf
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after the closure of the consultation process. An impartial analysis of the responses provided to
the Green Paper could shed some light.

 Monitoring and evaluation

Some monitoring and evaluation arrangements are described on page 53 of the IA. The
Commission entrusts the European Securities and Markets Authority with the elaboration of
several draft technical standards, for some of which a cost-benefit analysis may be produced.
One of these standards would contribute to establishing when investors can redeem their
investment (Art. 16: 'Investors shall not be able to ask for redemption of their units or shares
before the end of life of the ELTIF... The life of the ELTIF shall be sufficient in length to cover
the life-cycle of each of the individual assets of the ELTIF... ESMA shall develop draft regulatory
technical standards specifying the circumstances in which the life of an ELTIF is sufficient in
length to cover the lifecycle of each of the individual assets of the ELTIF'.)

 Commission Impact Assessment Board

Although the Impact Assessment Board of the Commission raised several critical comments, it
issued a positive opinion at first hearing:
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-
regulation/impact/ia_carried_out/docs/ia_2013/sec_2013_0368_en.pdf

However, the IA does not appear to respond appropriately to all the comments expressed in the
opinion. Besides the consultation timing issues mentioned above, the following comment
appears still relevant: 'the superiority of the preferred option should be better established, for
instance by demonstrating its greater effectiveness in addressing all identified problems and in
attracting sufficient interest from retail investors despite its lack of redemption facilities.'

The IA does provide arguments, including that 'regular redemptions cannot be reconciled with
the largely illiquid nature of the asset classes that are qualified as long-term assets eligible to be
held in a LTIF portfolio (IA, p. 44). Moreover: 'An early incident involving a redemption request
that cannot be met with relative ease would have highly detrimental impacts on the emerging
market for investment in LTIF funds.' (IA, p. 45). Finally, there may be conflicts of interest
between investors willing to exit the fund and those wanting to stay invested.

However, elsewhere the IA acknowledges two main outstanding areas of uncertainty: in
particular, the take-up of the Commission's preferred option among investors may be limited
and some risks remain. 'The fact that such funds would not allow redemptions during their
lifecycle may however limit the range of retail investors willing to invest in such funds,
particularly where offered with ten year or longer time horizons. Risks remain that retail
investors invest in such funds without fully grasping the risk and liquidity consequences, even
where disclosures are transparent and clear. Should retail detriment arise that is not effectively
mitigated through MiFID [Market in Financial Instruments Directive] rules or the rules under
this option – through either active mis-selling and noncompliance, or investors failing to
undertake sufficient due diligence – this could negatively impact the development of an LTI
fund market.' (IA, p. 38). Here and elsewhere the IA seems to hint that the proposal, in its
current form, may not achieve one of the stated operational objectives, which was to reduce the
number of mis-selling cases. Additional explanations on risks may be found on pages 52-53 of
the IA.

http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/impact/ia_carried_out/docs/ia_2013/sec_2013_0368_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/impact/ia_carried_out/docs/ia_2013/sec_2013_0368_en.pdf
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 Coherence between the Commission's legislative proposal and IA

The legislative proposal of the Commission appears broadly to follow the recommendations
expressed in the IA.

 Conclusion

In summary, although this impact assessment identifies some tangible problems, such as a
tendency toward short-term behaviour in investment, it appears to contain a series of
weaknesses. The problem is defined in a rather narrow way and, for instance, could have
usefully integrated the possible short-term behaviour of fund manufacturers and
distributors. Moreover, the IA was drafted while the relevant consultation for the Green
Paper on long-term financing of the European Union was still on-going. The consultation
process could have strengthened the voice of retail investor representatives, which would
seem essential in order to suggest possible improvements to a new fund framework open to
retail investors. Finally, although the IA states that the latter is the Commission's preferred
course of action, it also seems to hint that there is a risk that this option, in its proposed form,
may not meet the stated objective of reducing long-term investment funds mis-sold to retail
investors.
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